"Doo-dee-doo-bee-doo Doo-doo-doo-dee-dah, dah-dah-dah-dah-dah, ia-ia" -Frank Sinatra,
PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Presented here are small predicaments that freely oscillate between figuration and abstraction. Made from combinations of wood, clay, paint, paper, and graphite, each of these constructions is an excavated artifact from the wilderness of a mind. Reaching confusedly to a great possible nothing, these things are dirty windows-carriers for reflections that dare to dance themselves across a dull surface. Lonesome and silly, these discovered objects exist only for the hope of seeing the shadow of an unseeable thing.
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Figure
ARTIST STATEMENT
Making is a hopeful act, and these feeble beacons were made to be hopeful. Born from a story retold in the wrong order by someone who probably wasn't there, these simple relics beckon believers and are made for eyes willing to see the invisible.
Images are evidence of a stumble inward toward the electric cave that is a mind folded in on itself. Uneven surfaces and frames become like bodies: protecting, extending, and undulating endlessly through an improbable timeless present. In spite of themselves, volumes lacking in purpose sink weightlessly into a history boundless and unnamed.
Each of these resurrected objects is made from dust; each, a friendly stranger trapped in an enduring conundrum. A shadow of awareness follows each one of these tumbleweeds, and still, none of them know what they are. Imbued with fears, humor, and a dim sense of their own tragedy, these paradoxical propositions spend their nights howling at the moon. They cry for the chance of getting close enough to touch, and they revel in the unlikely thrill of simply being together.
In getting to know these things, I save room for the survival of the unexpected, and I listen for echoes that ring true but do not compute. 
